2013 Retreat Supply Lists
**Sweatshirt/Cardigan or Sweatshirt/Vest
Thurs.
Pattern $5. (pay for with registration fees and pick up at retreat)
General Supplies: Sewing machine, ¼” foot if you use one, rotary cutter, cutting mat, quilting rulers (6x24
recommended), safety pins, straight pins, seam ripper, light spray starch if desired. Thread for piecing and sewing jacket.
Sweatshirt-1 or 2 sizes larger than you wear—prewash and press (recommend 2 sizes larger, depending on closeness of
fit)
12 to 16 fat quarters OR 1/4 yard cuts or combination of these to equal 3-4 yards of 100% cotton OR 1 jelly roll
2/3 yard for the binding of sleeves, neckline, front and bottom edges
IF adding lining: 2 1/2 to 4 yards of a solid or print polyester lining fabric. If lining is 100% polyester, it does not
need to be washed; if cotton, then prewash.
Cutting and Deconstruction steps on page 1 can be done ahead of time.
**Shirt/Vest Thurs.
Pattern $5. (pay for with registration fees and pick up at retreat)
General Supplies as listed above
Short- or Long-sleeved Shirt- -1 or 2 sizes larger than you wear depending on closeness of fit you desire (select a shirt
with straight lines, men’s or women’s; avoid closely tapered, fitting darts, very tailored styles; back yoke is ok; select
color to serve as a good background with your selected fat quarter patches)
9 assorted fat quarters OR assorted scraps to equal 2 ¼ yards
1 fat quarter for bias-cut neckline trim –only if making mandarin collar version
½ yard for bias binding
Water-soluble fabric marker or sliver of bar soap
Optional: fabric basting glue or water-soluble double-sided adhesive tape
Two 5/8-7/8” buttons
Thread to match shirt and binding, variegated or contrasting thread
Steps on page 2 through “cut off sleeves” can be done ahead of time.
**Beginning Seminole Patchwork
Fri.
Class Size Maximum: 12
Class will learn at least three Seminole piecing patterns. If time allows, we’ll practice making size variations and/or
learn additional patterns. The simple Seminole technique yields complex-looking patchwork. Leave class with
instructional handouts and three or more Seminole patchwork samples for future reference.
6 cotton fat quarters (different fabrics--contrast is good! Pre-wash and iron your fabrics): all-over prints and/or
solids and/or batiks
cutting mat (18” x 24” or larger) and rotary cutter with new blade
6” x 24” ruler
pins, sewing thread (neutral color such as gray) sewing machine (straight stitch only machine is fine)
seam ripper
white or yellow marking pencil
Optional: extra fabric for class “share” table (teacher will also bring some extra fabric)
**S-Curve Table Runner
Sat.
9- or 10- degree ruler (pricey --can easily share with another person; or try to borrow one unless you really want
to make lots of the table runners)
8 fat quarters OR 8 – 9” cuts WOF OR 2 yards border print – all one piece!
30”x40” batting (very thin batting or cotton fabric or flannel)
1 yard backing fabric.
Equipment – machine, thread, pins, ruler, cutter, mat (all normal essentials for sewing/quilting)
Sticky notes or small pieces of paper for labels (not necessary but really helpful)

